
KOREAN JAPANESE CHINESE WRITING AND MEANINGS

How to Tell Chinese, Japanese, and Korean Writing Apart. in Chinese, they may be pronounced differently or even have
a different meaning.

When I study Korean at LingQ , I always include the Chinese character, or Hanja as they are called in Korean,
in the meaning of the new Korean word that I save to my vocabulary database. The script uses both Chinese
characters and new characters formed using the traditional methods, as well as some formed by combining
pairs of characters to indicate the pronunciation of a word by the fanqie method. Although Hangul is unrelated
to Chinese characters, its letters are written in syllabic blocks that can be interspersed with Hanja. Even if you
guess wrong and need to learn a new compound word, it is easy to remember these new combinations because
the characters themselves represent meaning. How is the Korean alphabet different from Chinese? Origins[
edit ] Ox scapula inscribed with Oracle Bone Script, the ancestor of the Chinese family of scripts An example
of Chinese bronze inscriptions , on a bronze vessel dated to the early Western Zhou period, 11th century BC
The earliest Chinese writing consists of divinatory texts inscribed on ox scapulae and tortoise plastrons found
at the last Shang dynasty capital near Anyang and dating from BC. Character repertoire[ edit ] Chinese is
written almost exclusively in Chinese characters. Kanjiâ€”Chinese charactersâ€”are used for most words of
Chinese and Japanese origins. Katakanaâ€”the manly, more angular scriptâ€”is used mainly for loan words,
onomatopeia, and transliteration of foreign words. Whether I remembered the character or had to look it up, I
then would write this first character out another five to seven times. As with much in language learning, things
become easier as you progress. Encoding[ edit ] The number of characters required for complete coverage of
all these languages' needs cannot fit in the character code space of 8-bit character encodings , requiring at least
a bit fixed width encoding or multi-byte variable-length encodings. This meant that I could read at quite a high
level, books, newspapers and the like. The alphabet makes systematic use of modifiers corresponding to
features of Korean sounds. In fact, the land of the red dragon has the oldest spoken language currently being
used in the world. In some ways, Korean is the easiest of the three Asian languages to read, because the
writing system is an alphabet. If you want to learn more about grammar, LingQ now has free resources in
Korean , Chinese , and Japanese. For our exam, we were required to translate newspaper editorials from
English to Chinese and from Chinese to English, as well as compose a diplomatic note in Chinese.
Hiraganaâ€”the curvy, feminine scriptâ€”was originally used by women, but is now the main building block
of the Japanese language, employed both for vocabulary and grammar. If you can get the intonation and
rhythm of a language, your ability to pronounce will improve. Soon I would run into the pronunciation, or
English meaning, of the first character. The pronunciation of Hanja in Korean is by no means identical to the
way they are pronounced in modern Chinese, particularly Mandarin , although some Chinese dialects and
Korean share similar pronunciations for some characters. The Japanese language used Chinese characters
while keeping its own grammar. There are some pronunciation correspondence between the onset, rhyme, and
coda between Cantonese and Korean. I eventually increased the number of characters I studied daily to  Then I
placed it a few columns to the right again. Chinese words borrowed into Japanese could be written with the
Chinese character, while Japanese words could be written using the character for a Chinese word of similar
meaning. Hanja is still used but not very commonly like the Japanese and is required in both North and South
Korea. I expect that Hanja will be reintroduced into the Korean education system in the future for a variety of
reasons, not the least of which is the increasing importance of China, and the Chinese language. Such a
Korean mixed script became the usual way of writing the language, with roots of Chinese origin denoted by
Hanja and all other elements rendered in Hangul. So Chinese predates both Japanese and Korean, and,
interestingly, it had a big influence on both. Personal names[ edit ] Korean personal names are generally based
on Hanja, although some exceptions exist. Art and culture[ edit ] For the traditional creative arts such as
calligraphy and painting , a knowledge of Hanja is needed to write and understand the various scripts and
inscriptions, as is the same in China and Japan. I am most thankful that I had the opportunity to learn them.
Let me share my experience in learning these three Asian languages. It requires over 3, characters for general
literacy , but up to 40, characters for reasonably complete coverage. Over the nine years that I lived in Japan,
my Japanese ability continued to improve. My knowledge of Chinese was of considerable benefit in learning
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Japanese, as I will explain later. Most atlases of Korea today are published in two versions: one in Hangul
sometimes with some English as well , and one in Hanja. To master the tones, I found that I had to do a lot of
listening in order to acquire the intonation and rhythm of the language. In Korean it means texts with a high
percentage of Chinese origin words. After a while you really start to enjoy the characters and how they express
ideas and concepts.


